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Do you like Rubik’s cube? You may become frustrated by the many moving parts and having to make
sense of the complex rules of rotation. Then you should try an alternative. Rubik's Magic Cube uses the
usual RGB cube but the rules of rotation are changed. Instead of moving the pieces around a central axis,
you move them around another axis. The movement is smooth and a bit more intuitive. Since the cube is
symmetrical, you can turn it upside down, and the brain twists at work. Getting started How to use the
application is as easy as you can think. Simply drag the cube that you want to play and the screen will
automatically fill with the required colors. After you've finished, you can save the puzzle and proceed to
the puzzle editor. If you want to manipulate the puzzle further, you can enter the puzzle editor and click
on the specific area you want to change. How to solve the Rubik’s Magic Cube First of all, it is important
to know the rules of rotation. You can read them here: 's_Magic_Cube. The rules of rotation are very
simple and with practice, you will learn them without any problems. Anyway, once you’ve got the rules
down, it’s easy. To solve, simply click on the cube and match the colors in the four corners of the cube.
For most of the time, the solution is “obvious” and you can start doing puzzles immediately. Drawbacks
There is one main drawback to this application that is not present in most other types of puzzles. You
can't control which part of the puzzle is being solved. That is, you can't drag the parts of the puzzle that
you don't want to solve. To make the puzzle more balanced, it’s better to have the selection of parts to
solve a random puzzle. Graphics and Sound The overall look of the application is unique. The interface
gives a good idea of what the program is about, without being too much a distraction. The main problem
of the application is that you are not allowed to select or change any colors to your own preference.
Nevertheless, it's a fun puzzle to solve and the graphics are in high resolution. This application could be
a great alternative to other types of puzzles such as Rubik's Cube. Requirements Due to the fact that this
application is a very recent release, only iDevices
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1. Modify the basic interface of the application 2. Create custom puzzles from existing shapes 3. Enjoy a
fully interactive 3D cube in your taskbar 4. Enable or disable all or specific features of the interface. 5.
Allow for program activation during logging off. 6. Change interface language. 7. Export a user defined
puzzle to a given file format. 8. Simplify the program to its simplest form. 9. Resize the interface of the
application. 10. Show the 2D and 3D-view of the puzzle. 11. Load a pre-existing image into the puzzle.
12. Enable a user defined piece size. 13. Add a custom background image. 14. Change the color-shift
effects of the interface. 15. Select the shape of the pieces. 16. Create puzzle from a puzzle type. 17.
Enable or disable the option to move pieces from the 3D-view. 18. Swap the top and bottom side of the
cube. 19. Move pieces from the 3D-view and to the taskbar. 20. Rotate the cube and place pieces in any
given position. 21. Rotate the cube with the mouse. 22. Resize the pieces of the puzzle. 23. Modify the
puzzle type: 3D, 2D, RGB, AN, DXF, JPG, PNG and SVG. 24. Remove the 3D-view of the puzzle. 25.
Compress the puzzle. 26. Decompress the puzzle. 27. Restore the decompressed puzzle. 28. Support
multiple puzzle types. 29. Use a custom background for the puzzle. 30. Change the color-shift effects to
a custom one. 31. Change the cube-type: regular, Megaminx, Pyramnix, Octahedron, Tetrahedron. 32.
Create and solve puzzles with a maximum of 4096 pieces. 33. Show or hide the 3D-view. 34. Change the
background image. 35. Use the cube in the taskbar. 36. Change the interface language. 37. Set the size
of the icons in the taskbar. 38. Use the default cube as a background image. 39. Add sound effects. 40.
Modify the text of the interface. KeyMacro Description: The application generates a Mac OS X log
77a5ca646e
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Ultimate Magic Cube is a utility application created to make it as easy as possible to design and solve
advanced Rubik's Cube type of puzzles. Take any of the existing cube patterns and start using it in your
own way! You can also use the tools of Ultimate Magic Cube to manually modify any Rubik's Cube
layout. The program is a great source of entertainment for the avid or casual puzzle solver. Ultimate
Magic Cube is suitable for casual and advanced users and takes advantage of many of the features found
in the desktop applications. Features: - Design a new Rubik's Cube layout, or use existing ones - Solve
puzzles created with any existing layout - Solve and edit puzzles created with the custom editor - Rotate
and scale the cube to get it to lay flat - Mirror parts of the cube to match colors - Adjust the number of
colors on each part - Let you know how close you are to solving the puzzle - Solve any of the 5 existing
puzzle layouts - Clear the cube - Re-solve previously saved puzzles - Select cubes by a part or by color -
Select faces of the cubes to solve - Create a new puzzle from a picture or select an image from your hard
drive - Optionally select and save a picture of a solved cube - Define whether you want the screen saver
to display the solved cube - Apply a computer generated image to the background of the cube - Create
and save a new puzzle - Open a existing puzzle to the main window - Import a cube saved by another
application - Export a cube to a file for use in another program - Save a cube as a picture for later use in
other applications - Share the cube on the web - Send a copy of the cube to another user - Launch the
viewer application to preview your cube and determine the level of difficulty - Optimize the problem to
solve it faster - Solve a puzzle by solving another one - up to 90% faster - Add/Edit units of measure -
Hide/Show any part of the cube - Remove the randomizer from the cube - Move the camera over the
cube - Increase/decrease the distance of the camera from the cube - Snap to a fixed distance from the
cube - Zoom in on the cube - Zoom out from the cube - Size the screen - Scale the cube by a fixed value
- Set a fixed center of the cube - Center the

What's New in the?

A simple and easy-to-use cubic puzzle solving application that will turn your computer into a Rubik's
Cube. Trial Version Trial Version Basic Features Show Disabled Features Basic Features Keyboard
Shortcuts Keyboard Shortcuts Enhancements Enhancements Maximum Cubes Maximum Cubes Solve
Solve No Save and No Copy No Save and No Copy Solve to Screen Solve to Screen Solve to File Solve
to File Solve to Directory Solve to Directory Solve To All Solve To All Solve To Folder Solve To Folder
Export As PDF Export As PDF Export As PPT Export As PPT Undo/Redo Undo/Redo Export/Import
Export/Import Misc Misc Controls Controls Keyboard Shortcuts Keyboard Shortcuts Mouse Movement
Mouse Movement View View Keyboard Keyboard Settings Settings Help Help More Information More
Information Features Features Custom Cubes Custom Cubes Manage Manage 3D Rubik's Cube 3D
Rubik's Cube Main Menu Main Menu Help Menu Help Menu About About Trial Version Trial Version
Free Free Simple Simple Fun Fun Features Features Keyboard Shortcuts Keyboard Shortcuts Mouse
Movement Mouse Movement View View Keyboard Keyboard Settings Settings Help Help More
Information More Information Controls Controls Desktop Shortcuts Desktop Shortcuts Keyboard
Keyboard Settings Settings Help Help System Requirements System Requirements Mac OS Mac OS
Windows Windows Internet Internet 800 x 600 800 x 600 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 Screenshots
Screenshots Ultimate Magic Cube 3D Rubik's Cube More Information More Information About About
Description Description Help Help Screenshots Screenshots Features Features Keyboard Shortcuts
Keyboard Shortcuts Mouse Movement Mouse Movement View View Keyboard Keyboard Settings
Settings Help Help More Information More Information Controls Controls Desktop Shortcuts Desktop
Shortcuts Keyboard Keyboard Settings Settings Help Help System Requirements System Requirements
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System Requirements:

Intel Pentium D 750, 1 GB RAM Video Card: Nvidia GeForce 7900 GS Memory: 512 MB RAM Hard
Disk Space: 500 MB available disk space Frame Buffer: 16 MB Mouse support: Integrated USB mouse
Emulation: Mouse + KB + KB + KB + KB Sound: Sound card Language: English Alchemy: Not
supported Commands: ================= ===================================
========================================= ===========================
===================================
========================================= =================
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